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City SmartHunts®

A SmartHunt® is absolutely the best way for students and faculty alike to
discover the town or city surrounding your college or university. Experience
the ultimate technology-driven event for fun competition, collegiate
camaraderie, and sightseeing!
Your group will experience the cool interactive features of our SmartHunts
app on Apple® iPads® that utilize text messaging, audio, video,
FaceTime®, social media, QR codes, and GPS with built-in mapping to
produce the coolest hunts ever!

Your customized SmartHunt® adventure, pre-loaded on our provided Apple
iPads, is tailored to fit your group size and location. After an energizing
icebreaker activity, teams are formed, and our facilitator will show the group
how to navigate the SmartHunts App.

Our SmartHunts® App uses 4G LTE services and Wi-Fi to record photos,
document videos, collect responses, and conduct scoring. Our GPS
tracking and a one-way messaging system allow our facilitators to stay in
contact with teams throughout the hunt, and our proprietary app will never
lose connectivity due to our system that incorporates triple connection
redundancy.

As teams navigate through missions, including trivia, solving clues, photo
and video challenges, tasks, landmark locations, and more, they can play
the game in any order. This means they must create a strategy to choose
which missions to complete and in what order to do them, to get the highest
score. Behind the scenes, all photos and videos captured by the teams are
sent to our facilitator at the home base, so they are ready to be presented in
a slideshow at the concluding awards ceremony where all the winning team
members will be awarded gold medals.

After your SmartHunt® event concludes, we will send you a secure link to a
private webpage that contains all the photos, videos, and scores from each
team. This page also includes a professional highlights video.

Through shared laughter, songs, dance, and games, SmartHunts® increase
communication, enhance collaboration, and boost morale, bringing
students, faculty and administrators closer than ever before.

Since you like this program, you may also consider Virtual Scavenger
Games SmartHunt as a remote option!

Clients Talk About this Program

"Best team building experiences to date! Our “City SmartHunt” was
extremely organized. The video challenges on the iPads were really fun and
our group loved all the activities. We can’t wait to receive the finished video
of the photos and videos you had playing at the end of the event."

Carmen - DC Public Schools

Program Details

Group Size:
30 to 1,000+

Team Size:
8 to 10

Program Length:
2 to 2.5 hours

Space Requirement
City, suburbs, attraction, park,
hotel resort, anywhere!

Setting:
Indoor / Outdoor

Physicality:
High

Program Elements

Friendly Competition

Fun & Engaging Interaction

Innovation & Problem Solving

Relationship Building &
Networking
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